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Abstract:

Your inbox probably has more invitations to join online health research surveys than before the COVID-19 pandemic. Online surveys have become an important tool for COVID-19 research when conventional survey methods are not feasible. Yet the response to COVID-19 has also underlined the urgent need for high-quality behavioural data. Is the trend towards online health survey research an indication of practices to come or a stark reminder of the perils of convenient sampling methods? This Comment examines unique opportunities associated with online health research surveys, challenges in implementing and interpreting data from online surveys, and considerations for getting the most out of online health research.
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Your inbox probably has more invitations to join online health research surveys than before the COVID-19 pandemic. Online surveys have become an important tool for COVID-19 research when conventional survey methods are not feasible. Yet the response to COVID-19 has also underlined the urgent need for high-quality behavioural data. Is the trend towards online health survey research an indication of practices to come or a stark reminder of the perils of convenient sampling methods? This Comment examines unique opportunities associated with online health research surveys, challenges in implementing and interpreting data from online surveys, and considerations for getting the most out of online health research.

Online surveys provide unique opportunities for research in the COVID-19 era. First, many conventional methods for obtaining behavioural data from people (eg, pencil-and-paper surveys as a part of representative population house surveys) are not feasible during the pandemic. There are few options for collecting real-time information in person as part of an emergency response. Second, although COVID-19 measures might increase the digital divide in accessing health services, policy responses to COVID-19 might decrease the digital divide in terms of completing an online survey.¹ Policy responses have elevated broadband access to a fundamental right, providing support for public policies to expand internet access. Third, digital tools and networks (eg, national digital identification numbers) provide increased opportunities for online surveys. Creating and administering an online survey can be done in a fraction of the time and cost needed to organise a similar in-person research study. Fourth, for some sensitive survey items (eg, sexual practices or drug use), people might prefer an online survey compared with one administered in person.² With the backdrop of COVID-19, these same behaviours might change over time, increasing the importance of this research agenda.

However, there are also persistent threats to the scientific rigour of online health research studies related to study design and implementation. In terms of study design, problems can arise related to sampling that could influence the generalisability of findings. Although the number and diversity of active internet users grows worldwide, there is still a risk of selection bias,² and people without internet access or who are unwilling to participate in online surveys might still not be reached.³ During survey implementation, the absence of human interaction can encourage hesitation and make it difficult to differentiate junk mail from research.⁴ Distrust of research might also affect the likelihood of vulnerable groups joining an online survey. Our International Sexual Health and Reproductive Health (I-SHARE) project has coordinated more than 30 separate online surveys on sexual and reproductive health.⁵ Considerations of study design, implementation, and data analysis used in the I-SHARE project and that can improve the rigour of online surveys are presented in the figure.

Study design considerations related to probability panels and real-time assessment can reduce bias and increase the rigour of online survey findings. For example, mobile-phone panels, nationally representative online panels, and lists of residents with a digital identification number can provide samples in many countries.⁶ Although digital panels are now rare and confined to high-income countries, mobile-phone panels are sampling options in a broader number of settings. Additionally, real-time assessment of recruitment efforts can ensure specific subgroups are included. For example, placing online and offline advertisements (eg, print materials at social gatherings) can increase online survey participation among men, ethnic or racial minorities, and other groups.⁷ Additionally, online health research surveys can still use population-representative sampling frames. Several population-representative cohorts have organised follow-up online surveys among a subset of individuals during the COVID-19 pandemic.⁸

Survey implementation measures, such as creating partnerships with local organisations, can increase interaction and the digital visibility of the study, and establish trust in online research studies. For example,
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the I-SHARE survey leveraged national (family planning and academic research organisations, and non-profit advocacy groups) and global (United Nations Family Planning Association, WHO) relationships with organisations focused on sexual and reproductive health.

Finally, prespecified data analysis plans and some analytical methods can enhance rigour. Prespecified analysis plans can be formalised in a publication or data repository, increasing transparency in research findings. In addition, propensity score matching (in cases where a population sample exists) might decrease coverage error and make online samples more closely approximate population-representative samples (appendix).

These and related considerations described in the appendix provide a framework for increasing the rigour of online surveys. Further research is needed, particularly research related to ensuring that ethnic and racial minorities are appropriately sampled. Online surveys were increasing before COVID-19, and COVID-19 measures are only accelerating this trend—the invitations to complete an online survey will probably continue. Now, it is important to make the most of the online survey data available.
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